Feminism in Motion 2019
We have to talk about rape.

Women's political participation + engagement

Change happens when you act.
Peace Matters

Love Yourself

End White Feminism


We Need an Inclusive COFC

Equity Equality
FeMo
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Listen to others

CoFm is not inclusive

feeling uncomfortable having an actual history for growth required diversity

Ecofeminism: gender + the environment
what does it mean to be a feminist?
Yay for Planned Parenthood!

CofC can change.

Can you be a feminist if you're not constantly involved?
“My feminism will be intersectional or it will be bullshit.” - Flavia Oto-dam

We support each other

You wish you to see in the world

Your voice matters
You're powerful and loveable and deserve all good things.

Filter coffee, NOT people!

WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO BE A FEMINIST?

Just survive. You will thrive.
Ask for consent!

HOW TO BE AN ACTIVIST: CARE. #SAY HER NAME.

You Are Not Alone.

“POETRY + ACTIVISM GO HAND-IN-HAND.”

“I TREAT MYSELF TO A MEAL 7 TIMES A MONTH.”

“INVEST IN THE CURE.”

“REAGAN WILLIAMS”

“VENOM”

“LOVE IS…”

feminism in motion